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KANT’S MORAL ARGUMENT
IMPORTANT - Kant did not suggest that the Moral Argument was proof of God, he did
not believe that proving God’s existence was possible (hence his objections to the
Ontological Argument). The Moral Argument is however central to his ethical theory
and it is in this framework that his postulate (something asserted to find a solution to
a dilemma, which is probable but not provable) for God operates.
SUMMUM BONUM - the highest good; of ultimate importance, all people ought to
pursue this.
KANT’S FOUNDATIONAL PREMISE - the universe is fair and rational.
KANT’S OBSERVATION - people have an innate awareness (an a priori sense) of right
and wrong, even if they do not have the knowledge of how to act.
This results in an a priori synthetic statement - we have a moral law that exists prior
to experience but it is experience gained through our actions in this world which
verify the rightness of our moral actions.
CONCLUSION - in a rational universe, morally correct actions lead to a state of the
highest good (summum bonum)
In order for summum bonum to operate, each person should do their duty, which is to
act according to the good will, one that treats other people as an end in themselves,
not a means to an end - categorical imperative. This imperative applies universally
(in all places at all times).
If the moral law suggests we ought to do something (carry out the good will), then
reason dictates that it should be possible, to be other otherwise would be irrational.
Therefore we must have autonomy (the freedom to choose our actions and rise
above human nature to satisfy the self). This moves us from having a duty we should
do, to having a duty we can do.
HOWEVER - we do not see the summum bonum realised - those who act morally can
wind up woefully unhappy amidst great personal disasters, yet those who act
immorally can seem to benefit greatly from their actions. Therefore, either this world
is not rational or the summum bonum is realised somewhere else, by someone else
who draws together the necessary connection of virtue and happiness. Kant
therefore stated that it is necessary to postulate immortality - after death, God will
guarantee the summum bonum occurs.
THE MORAL LAW IN A RATIONAL UNIVERSE LEADS TO GOD.
Kant is not stating that the moral argument is such that God is the giver of moral law
through conscience. Kant’s argument is from reason not from faith.

PSYCHOLOGICAL OBJECTIONS FROM FREUD
● Morality is developed internally as a product of UPBRINGING in reaction to societal
pressures around us.
● Freud’s psychology of morality is as follows:
ID - the instinctual drives which govern our actions as children. The restriction of these
desires, particularly sexual desire cause guilt and the development of the…
EGO - this is the part of the psyche we are most aware of, our conscious self. This ego
takes into account the realities of how the world is and is shaped by external influences,
trauma and early experiences. This in turns develops the…
SUPEREGO - similar to ‘conscience’. It is located in the unconscious mind and ‘watches
over’ the ego, punishing with feelings of guilt and anger when confronted by the
restrictions placed upon us by society. It is what allows us to reason and make decisions.
● Therefore a moral sense of ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ comes from within the psyche and is a
combination of influences; society, its pressures, our reactions to these pressures, our
parents and our basic desires and urges.
● The source of morality is psychological and INTERNAL (and therefore subjective), rather
than divine and EXTERNAL (and therefore objective).
● The governing factor and aim of morality is our inner sense of reward and punishment,
not a move towards the summum bonum, guaranteed by God.
● Furthermore, Freud thought ‘religion’ was a neurosis; enabling people to feel that their
needs are being met and their desires for consolation,hope and a father-figure are
satisfied. Freud argues that DESIRE is the source of the notion of God, not REASON.

In such a world, the a priori moral law desires to attain the summum
bonum, without always knowing how.
This is reached by doing one’s duty and seeking the good will, as it is
that which is good in itself.
In such a rational universe ‘ought implies can’. Kant postulates that
we are autonomous agents and the summum bonum is achievable.
The categorical imperative ensures the right working out of duty for
the sake of this ‘ought’.
However, people do their moral duty but don’t achieve happiness.
Is this rational?
Kant postulates God as the guarantor of summum bonum in an
immortal existence.
God is a postulate of practical reason.
NOT THE GIVER OF THE MORAL LAW

POSTULATE 2 - IMMORTAILTY

POSTULATE 1 - AUTONOMY

The universe is rational and fair.

Strengths
● The idea of an innate moral sense can be seen in the world around us.
Universal declarations of human worth (e.g. UN Rights of Child) suggest there
are things that all people know to be ‘right’ or ‘wrong’. Therefore we can say it is
grounded in human experience.
● Starting from REASON, Kant allows a non-believer to engage with the argument
initially and reflect on it, rather than instantly dismiss it.
● What else could be the source of Freud’s superego - could it be God? Is Freud’s
claim that the superego is developed in the psyche ‘unprovable’?
● It is worth nothing that Freud’s theories of psychology are now almost entirely
discredited and not followed today. Why should his moral theory be different?
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Weaknesses
● Why can only God bring about the summum bonum? Why not a multitude of
beings? This does not give us the ‘Christian’ God.
● Societal Norms are perhaps a better explanation of morality. As human kind
developed our society succeeded thanks to the instilment of values such as
justice, punishment and balancing the needs of oneself and those of others.
● Does the summum bonum have to come about? Why does aiming for
something mean that it has to be? A student ought to aim for an ‘A*’ but it does
not follow that their effort is meaningless if it does not come about. If it does
not have to come about, then God is not required as guarantor.
● Many people settle for less than the highest good (or disregard it entirely) what does this say about the summum bonum?
● Is the world rational as Kant suggests? We might think it ‘should’ be but that’s
not the same. An evolutionary view might support this opposite view.
● This argument does not regard God as the giver of the moral law, but as the
guarantor of the summum bonum. Is not ‘moral law giver’ a feature of God?
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